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Abstract
Within an Air Operations Center (AOC), planners make crucial decisions to create the air plan for any given day. They are expected to complete the plan in part by pairing targeting or collection tasks with the available platforms. Any assistance these planners can acquire to help create the plan in a timely manner would make the entire process more efficient and effective. This paper describes the Intelligent Pairing Assistant (IPA) decision aid, which provides pairing recommendations at specific decision points in the planning process. IPA is deployed as a plug-in to the Master Air Attack Plan Toolkit (MAAPTK) software system already in use within AOCs. The primary contributions of this case study are applying artificial intelligence techniques to a novel domain and discussing the software evaluation efforts in moving from a prototype to a deployed system in this high-stakes domain.

Introduction
The role of an Air Operation Center (AOC) in the United States Air Force is to provide command and control of air operations. Simply put, the AOC receives a high-level description of tasks and effects and generates a plan of how to best execute them. Within an AOC, planners make crucial decisions to create the overall air plan for any given day. They are expected to complete the plan in a limited amount of time—in part by pairing collection tasks consisting of intelligent, surveillance, and/or reconnaissance (ISR) requests with the available platforms. Any assistance these planners, especially the less experienced ones, can obtain to help create the air plan in a timely manner would make the entire process more effective.

One major challenge is making the best use of available resources. For instance, rather than assigning an unmanned aerial vehicle to a collection task, it may be more cost effective and expedient to further task a manned aircraft that is already operating in the area. Hurried human planners often overlook opportunities to take advantage of relationships between tasks, even though combining missions often results in collecting more intelligence with fewer resources.

The Intelligent Pairing Assistant (IPA) concept is to provide a small number of easy-to-understand pairing recommendations at specific decision points. Recommendations are created using encoded expert knowledge that analyzes relevant information available in AOC databases. These recommendations are presented to the user within the framework of the existing Master Air Attack Planning Toolkit (MAAPTK) software. First, MAAPTK is briefly described. Second, we describe the IPA user decision aid, which functions as a plugin to MAAPTK.

MAAPTK is a planning tool used in the AOC to develop missions for inclusion in an Air Tasking Order (ATO). The MAAP Toolkit application provides near real-time battlespace information that enables planners to visualize and generate battle plans that are accurate and appropriate to developing situations. Planners can view key information on tables, timelines, maps, graphs, and grids so that they can quickly understand the essential situational elements and can create the appropriate missions and packages using simple drag-and-drop operations. MAAPTK allows planners to use wizard systems to walk through the planning process. The wizard systems help focus the user on particular parts of the user interface for different planning decisions. However, there is still a wide array of possibilities within each wizard page.

IPA makes use of data already contained in the existing planning system to make recommendations to planners in the context of a particular wizard page. That is, IPA is a decision aid that highlights preferred decisions and certain
types of optimizations. IPA assists planners in making their decisions by narrowing down the possibilities that must be considered in their standard workflows.

The primary contributions of this case study are applying artificial intelligence techniques to a novel domain and discussing the software evaluation efforts in moving from a prototype to a deployed system in this high-stakes domain.

The remainder of the introduction is devoted to describing related work that contributed to building this system. In the next section, we describe the IPA software and how it fits within MAAPTK. Following are sections that describe the methods and results from a usability evaluation with subject matter experts. This was the final in-house evaluation of the software prior to submitting IPA as part of an existing MAAPTK test event. Due to the difficulty, expense, and timing of AOC software updates, IPA could not be changed once submitted for testing with real users. Either it would work as submitted or it would be pulled from the release. The conclusion summarizes the outcome and outlines directions for future work.

Related Work

The work described in this paper relies heavily on existing research. This includes representing expert knowledge (Buchanan & Shortcliffe, 1984), interactive/adaptive recommendation systems (Adomavicius, 2005; Gervasio et al., 2005; Langley, 1999), and research in the area of building trust in recommendation systems so that planners can understand why recommendations were made (Ehrlich et al., 2011; Glass et al., 2008; Gregor & Benbasat, 1999; Pu & Chen, 2006).

There is also a large body of related work that extends well beyond what was carried out in IPA. The DARPA COORDINATORS project includes teams of agents that work together to execute portions of a preexisting global schedule (Smith et al., 2007). This work is related in that it could be used to flexibly execute the ATO that was developed with the assistance of IPA in MAAPTK. More closely related, DARPA’s Personal Assistant that Learns (pal.sri.com) has been used to learn workflow decision aids for the US Army that are similar to those manually created for IPA (Myers et al., 2011). The main differences between the two approaches involve the types of tasks automated, the personnel responsible for creating and maintaining the automated tasks, and the training requirements to use the system. The authors describe the advantages of automated tasks that apply to both approaches: reduced stress, ability to manage more tasks, and ability to consider more options, all of which result in better decisions.

IPA Software

The first goal of the Intelligent Pairing Assistant is to help planners make more efficient and effective use of resources. In the specific case discussed in this paper, IPA is intended to help users pair collection requests with existing missions in the MAAPTK NTISR Mission Planning dialog (Figure 1). NTISR stands for Non-Traditional Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance. The basic concept for this dialog is to allow the user to assign information-gathering tasks to existing missions that are already planned. IPA first sorts the existing missions to show the most likely candidates for pairing and then provides additional information to help the planner choose among these missions.

The second goal of IPA is to require as little additional training as possible in order to make use of the results. Planners will be trained in the MAAPTK NTISR Mission Planning dialog as they were previously—with little additional training time devoted to the specific columns generated by IPA. This means that the information gathered by IPA must be easily understood by users with a variety of roles in the AOC in order for it to have an impact on decision making.

IPA is implemented as an OSGI plug-in (http://www.osgi.org). This flexibility allows the IPA columns to easily be visible to involved developers without pushing any untested code to core MAAPTK developers. It also allows for IPA to be easily removed from MAAPTK.

While the prototype design and implementation (Ludwig & Geiselman, 2012) made extensive use of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs), drastic changes were still made as the project moved from prototype to deployment. Below we describe the user interface and provide implementation details of the evaluated system.
User Interface

The IPA user interface for NTISR Mission Planning consists of a number of additional columns added to an existing table that describes all of the available missions. A close-up of the columns is shown in Figure 2. Each column consists of a header, a header tooltip that explains the column, the values for each mission in each column, and a corresponding tooltip that explains how the decision was reached. The tooltips are designed to present the right amount of detail on how the decision was made in order to foster understanding and trust of the results. When appropriate, icons provide a quick summary of the details, where the various icons indicate: a likely match, not a likely match, unknown (e.g., missing data), and a warning. Empty cells indicate that there was no information available. For example, if a mission cannot reach a collection, then there will not be information available on estimated arrival time. Each column and tooltip is briefly described based on the result given for each mission.

**ISR Capable.** At least one of these is true for the Mission: contains ISR Component, is NTISR capable, or is type Reconnaissance.

**Recce.** (Reconnaissance) The mission is primarily an ISR mission; that is, the type belongs to the set of roughly 25 ISR mission types.

**Can Reach.** A match is shown if the mission can reach the collection during the time window of the collection request. This is determined by examining all of the pairs of route points, e.g., flying from A -> B and analyzing at what time the mission would reach the collection point if the mission instead flew from A -> Collection Request -> B. The can reach tooltip describes where the mission would leave from, and return to, the existing route.

**Sensor Type.** A match is shown if the aircraft in the mission contain the same type of sensor specified in the collection request. The value is listed as unknown if the sensor cannot be found in the mission aircraft. This is because it is equally likely that ‘no match’ indicates that the database is missing information or that the aircraft does not have the desired sensor. The tooltip lists the sensors found in the mission with the match (if any) highlighted.

**Fuel.** A match is shown if the mission should have enough fuel to fly to and from the collection, and ‘unknown’ the result if the mission requires refueling, due to the possible complications of refueling. The tooltip indicates how much fuel would be used without and with the collection task.

**+ Mission Minutes.** The value of this cell is the additional minutes that would be added to the mission were it necessary to go from the existing route to the collection point and then back to the existing route. Specifically, this is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISR Capable</th>
<th>Recce</th>
<th>Can Reach</th>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>+Mission Minutes</th>
<th>+Mission NM</th>
<th>Est Arrival Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. IPA columns in the MAAPTK NTISR Mission Planning dialog.

(existing route X -> collection -> existing route Y) -> (existing route X -> existing route Y).

**+ Mission NM.** The value of this cell is the additional nautical miles (NM) that would be added to the mission to go from the existing route to the collection point and then back to the existing route.

**Est. Arrival Time.** The value of this cell is the estimated time at which the mission would arrive at the collection request. The tooltip indicates what the request window of the collection was and when in the mission the collection task would be added (e.g., After Primary Tasks).

User Interface Options

One of the interesting aspects of the design of a decision aid in this domain is that planning is very much an art form. We worked with numerous subject matter experts, starting with the prototype design and through the current implementation. Some of the SMEs followed the whole project, while other were only included in the prototype or deployed system development. SMEs had diverse backgrounds, including operational and instructional AOC experience. While there was general agreement on what data IPA should present, every individual—based on their way of looking at the problem—had different ideas on how they would use this information. This resulted in a number of options that allow the user flexibility in how information is displayed and calculated.

First, users generally expect the best results to be at the top of the table, but which attributes constitute the best results differ among users. To support this, IPA presents a default three-level sort, first based on Sensor Type, second on Fuel, and third on + Mission Minutes. This was a compromise hammered out with a number of SMEs after discussing the prototype effort. However, the table supports sortable headers so users can create their own single- or multi-level sorts. This combination satisfied all of the SMEs.

Second, users had different opinions on when in the mission they would consider adding the collection task. Most SMEs only wanted to add collections after the primary task, so this was set as the default. However, an option dialog reached via a toolbar button allows the user...
to select ‘Before,’ ‘After,’ or ‘Before or After’ the primary tasks as well as anytime during the mission.

Third, some users said they would add collection tasks to existing recce missions and some said they would not. By default, IPA considers recce missions, but this option can be turned off by the user.

Implementation

The reasoning engine is the system that is responsible for filling in the IPA columns by applying a model of expert knowledge to a data model that contains all of the required details of the collection request and of the available mission. For this project, we decided to use the representation of production (IF-THEN) rules to meet the project requirements. These rules were implemented directly in Java code, based on the specifications developed by SMEs with different points of view. That is, we solve the underlying problem of generating recommendations by automating common strategies already used by the planners. The decision to take this approach in IPA was motivated by the focus on ease of use and trust and because the identified strategies are unlikely to change over time.

In some cases, these rules are extremely simple. For example, in the Recce column, if the mission type is an element of the set of ISR missions, then a match is shown. In other cases, the rules perform data analysis that would be relatively time-consuming for a human user. For example, ascertaining whether a mission can reach the collection involves first determining which part of the mission route is acceptable. Then for each leg, the system calculates the time at which the mission could arrive at the collection point, using a speed customized for the mission. If the estimated arrival time is within the collection window, then a match is shown. This is a simplified version. The actual calculation, with all of the caveats, is quite complex. The Can Reach calculations drive several other columns such as added Mission Minutes, added Mission NM, and Est. Arrival Time. Fuel is another example of a complicated calculation; determining fuel use is a surprisingly difficult problem.

We determined that production rules were a reasonable representation given that most of the calculations performed will not change over time. That is, rules pull parameters from MAAPTK such as speeds, sensors, and locations to calculate values such as distances and arrival times. While the parameters might change with aircraft, collection types, or theatres, the underlying rule about distances or arrival time will not change. In instances where the model may change, such as fuel burn models, we rely on MAAPTK libraries to perform the underlying calculations. Whenever MAAPTK is updated, IPA will reflect the latest model. Because of this, we expect that rules in IPA will not need to be updated over time. Additionally, what the rules are doing is performing a large number of simple calculations combined with a significant amount of searching. These calculations do not contain uncertainty or other considerations that would make it easier to use a different representation than rules.

User Evaluation Methods

An evaluation of both the functionality and utility of the IPA system and its integration with MAAPTK was performed at the development halfway mark. The objective of this evaluation was to generate feedback to perform course corrections prior to final evaluation with actual users (itself a small part of a much larger MAAPTK upgrade test event). We describe the specific objectives of the evaluation, the participants, and the general process followed during the evaluation.

Objective

The evaluation reviewed the IPA plug-in in the area of NTISR pairing for collections. The objective of this evaluation was to answer the following questions about the user interface and functionality of IPA:

- After initial training and a minimal amount of hands-on use, do users understand the information being provided by the IPA columns?
- What information and format would users prefer for each column?
- What other information would the users find useful?
- Are the information content and format useful in supporting users for more efficient and accurate pairing?

Participants

Participants in the evaluation consisted of three SMEs employed at Intelligent Software Solutions (ISS). The participants had expertise developing plans for targeting and/or collection in the MAAPTK software developed by ISS. Two participants had previously participated in the evaluation of an IPA prototype. One subject had no prior knowledge of IPA. Participants read and signed an informed consent form outlining the purpose and nature of the study as well as their rights as participants, including the right to not participate with no consequences. It is generally preferable to evaluate with actual users, as opposed to SMEs—or at least with SMEs not previously associated with the project. For a variety of reasons, our options were limited for this evaluation.
Process
The following was the planned process of this informal UI evaluation. The process was closely followed for the first SME to participate in the evaluation—the individual who was unfamiliar with IPA. Due to time constraints, the remote location of one participant, and the nature of participant responses, the process was followed less closely for subsequent participants, and ultimately there was a group discussion of the general approach for this function.

- Participants were shown a series of PowerPoint training slides describing and explaining each of the columns and Graphical User Interface (GUI) features of the NTISR feature of IPA. Participants were encouraged to ask questions.
- Participants were next asked to perform NTISR mission-pairing exercises and comment on their experiences as they went through the exercises.
- Participants were asked subsequently to describe what information they thought each of the columns and features of the NTISR mission pairing was providing and what it meant to them.
- Participants were finally asked about their thoughts regarding the utility of the IPA NTISR functionality and UI and how it might be improved.

Results
The user evaluation resulted in eight major feedback items.

1. **Reduce Processing Time:** The perceived amount of time required to process all of the missions for any particular collection request was perceived as being too long. Users stated that they would like to be able to see the results as soon as the window is available.

2. **Realistic Data Set:** Inconsistencies and errors in the dataset prevented calculations from working correctly and did not highlight the utility of the IPA decision aid. Users recommended that a more realistic targeting plan and corresponding collection requests be used for any future demonstration.

3. **Move IPA Decision Aid to the Collection Pairing Manager:** The Collection Pairing Manager was seen as the preferred location for the information provided by IPA (Figure 3). It has a well-developed user interface and numerous features that make it more useful for actually performing NTISR pairing than the NTISR Mission Planning dialog. For example, the Collection Pairing Manager already displays relevant information about each collection and allows planners to quickly go through multiple collection requests. This dialog also contains a toolbar button to actually assign the mission to the collection.

4. **Refactor IPA Columns:** Participants requested we remove redundant columns and make better use of tooltips to reduce the overall number of columns.

- **ISR Capable, Recce:** Participants suggested removing these columns as they can be duplicated using the filter functionality available in MAAPTK for the mission table.

- **Can Reach:** It was recommended that we update the tooltip to include information that is currently presented in Estimated Arrival time and Request Window and that we add information on when to add into the mission (e.g., After Primary Tasks).

- **Sensor Type:** It was suggested we remove this column, as SMEs assume that every aircraft has NTISR capabilities and they were not concerned with matching sensors at this point in the planning process. Additionally, sensor-related data is not always reliably entered in AOC databases.

- **Fuel:** SMEs recommended that we re-verify calculations on a more realistic and complete data set and improve the calculations so they work better when refueling is required. It was also suggested that we update the tooltip to only show remaining fuel after collection.

- **+ Mission Minutes:** SMEs advised that the tooltip be updated to include original mission length and NM. It was also suggested to include the information currently shown in the + NM column. The reason for this: it is important for planners to factor in the duration of the existing mission and of the new task before adding the task.

- **+ Mission NM, Est. Arrival Time:** Users advised us to remove these columns.

5. **IPA Options:** Users differed in their opinions on which missions they would add to and wanted filters that allow the planner to search for all missions/only recce missions/only missions that are NOT recce.

6. **Symbols:** Question mark symbols were confusing to users. It was decided to stick with familiar green/red/yellow symbols—for example, using a yellow warning icon instead of the question mark when fuel calculations are unsure.

7. **Empty Cells:** Empty cells, when certain calculations could not be made, also confused users. It was requested that such cells be grayed out or given text such as ‘- -’ to indicate the cell should be empty.

8. **Limit Recommendations:** Gervasio et al. (2005) noted the importance of having a limited number of recommendations and ensuring those that are shown have some utility. These guidelines were followed in the prototype but dropped in the implementation. Users requested this feature be brought back, limiting the display to only include the “best” options.
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